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Steve Turner is pleased to present Making Bets In A Burning House, a solo exhibition by Hannah Epstein
consisting of room installations in two separate galleries, one with a selection of handmade hooked rugs and the
other with algorithmically printed digital works. In the first room, the textiles are installed in a room that looks
like a video game dungeon. The floor is covered with a carpet that depicts bubbling lava and the walls are
finished to resemble white bricks. The wall works include a range of imagery–a ten foot tall dragon; an animal
face surrounded by mandala-inspired fists; pornographic videos looping inside rugs; a woman carrying the
weight of Atlas on her shoulders; and a tornado with a small hand hidden inside. The miles of looped yarn convey
that Epstein labored hard to create these works, and within her labor there is an ominous danger that threatens
the viewer and maker.
The second room has a green carpet which resembles a grass lawn and all the wall works are all AI generated,
made from an algorithm that analyzed Epstein’s works from the past eight years and predicted what she might
create next. There also is a monitor playing surveilled content, filtered through an AI image recognition software,
identifying people and objects from the first room. A single handmade work sits on the grass, a colorful soft
worm, whose face goes from innocent to menacing when handled.
Hannah Epstein earned a BA from Memorial University of Newfoundland (2009) and an MFA from Carnegie
Mellon (2017). Recent solo exhibitions include those at HUB Gallery, Pennsylvania State University (2019);
Museum of Contemporary Art, Toronto (2019) and Steve Turner, Los Angeles (2018 & 2019). Recent group
exhibitions include those at Long Beach Museum of Art (2019); San Jose Museum of Quilts and Textiles (2019)
and The Rooms, St. Johns, Newfoundland (2019). Epstein lives and works in Toronto.
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